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Figure 1: Examples of three different shape-from-operator problems considered in the paper. Left: shape analogy synthesis as
shape-from-difference operator problem (shape X is synthesized such that the intrinsic difference operator between C,X is as
close as possible to the difference between A,B). Center: style transfer as shape-from-Laplacian problem. The Laplacian of the
leftmost shape (fat man) captures the style, while the initial thin man shape (middle) captures the pose. Right: we deform the
human shape (bottom leftmost) such that its Laplacian is diagonalized by the first 10 eigenfunctions of the alien Laplacian (top
row). The result (bottom rightmost) is an ‘intrinsic hybrid’ between the two shapes.

Abstract
We formulate the problem of shape-from-operator (SfO), recovering an embedding of a mesh from intrinsic operators
defined through the discrete metric (edge lengths). Particularly interesting instances of our SfO problem include:
shape-from-Laplacian, allowing to transfer style between shapes; shape-from-difference operator, used to synthesize
shape analogies; and shape-from-eigenvectors, allowing to generate ‘intrinsic averages’ of shape collections.
Numerically, we approach the SfO problem by splitting it into two optimization sub-problems: metric-from-operator
(reconstruction of the discrete metric from the intrinsic operator) and embedding-from-metric (finding a shape
embedding that would realize a given metric, a setting of the multidimensional scaling problem). We study numerical
properties of our problem, exemplify it on several applications, and discuss its imitations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3 [Computer graphics]: Shape modeling—Shape
analysis

1. Introduction
Everyone who has done an IQ test would have seen geomet-
ric shape analogy [BO00] problems, in which one is shown
three shapes: source A, target B, and exemplar C. The test
subject’s goal is to produce a shape X such that the same

relation (analogy) holds between C and X as between A and
B. For example, given a cylinder and a bumped cylinder as
the source and the target, and a sphere as the exemplar, one
expects to see a bumped sphere as the shape analogy (Fig-
ure 1, left). Rustamov et al. [ROA⇤13] proposed modeling
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shape relations by intrinsic linear operators, which allows
one to tell in a convenient way not only how intrinsically dif-
ferent two shapes are, but also where and in which way they
differ. Roughly speaking, such a shape difference operator
defines the notion of ‘B�A’ for shapes. The shapes C,X are
analogous to A,B if ‘B�A = X�C’.

The problem of finding a shape analogy ‘X =C+(B�A)’
boils down to reconstructing a shape from an intrinsic shape
difference operator. This is just a particular setting of what
we term a shape-from-operator (SfO) problem: shape recon-
struction from intrinsic operators, such as Laplacians or the
aforementioned shape difference operators. Here, we inter-
pret ‘shape reconstruction’ as finding an embedding of the
shape in the 3D space inducing a Riemannian metric, that,
in turn, induces intrinsic operators with desired properties.
For example, in the shape-from-Laplacian problem (Figure 1,
center), we try to deform a shape in such a way that the
Laplacian operator of the new shape matches some given
‘reference’ Laplacian.

Main contributions. In this paper, we formulate the gen-
eral shape-from-operator (SfO) problem and study a few in-
teresting instances thereof. Numerically, we approach the SfO
problem by splitting it into two optimization sub-problems:
metric-from-operator (reconstruction of the Riemannian met-
ric from the intrinsic operator, which, in the case of shapes
discretized as triangular meshes, is represented by edge
lengths) and shape-from-metric (finding a shape embedding
that would realize a given metric). As particular cases of
our approach, we show applications of shape-from-Laplacian
for style/deformation transfer, shape-from-difference for the
synthesis of shape analogies, and shape-from-eigenvectors
for the generation of ‘intrinsic averages’ of shape collections.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we overview some of the related works. Section 3 introduces
the notation and mathematical setting of our problem. In Sec-
tion 4 we formulate the shape-from-operator problem, and
consider several particular settings thereof. We also discuss
a numerical optimization scheme for solving this problem.
Section 5 provides experimental validation of the proposed
approach. We study the numerical properties of our problem
and show examples of shape reconstruction from Laplacian,
eigenvectors, shape analogy synthesis, and shape caricaturiza-
tion. Limitations and failure cases are discussed in Section 6,
which concludes the paper.

2. Related work

Shape reconstruction problems have been a topic of inten-
sive research in computer vision, graphics, and geometry
processing for several decades. Classical examples include
shape-from-motion [Kan85], shading [IH81], photometric
stereo [Woo80], as well as more exotic examples such as
texture [Ike84], contour [Wit80], and sketches [KH06].

In the context of geometry processing, shape reconstruc-

tion from intrinsic structures such as metric or curvature has
numerous applications including parametrization and texture
mapping (see, e.g. [IGG01, SdS01, BCGB08, KG08, CPS11,
WLT12, PPTSH14]). Multidimensional scaling (MDS) prob-
lems [BG05] try to find a configuration of points in the Eu-
clidean space that realize some given distance structure.

Recently, there has been interest in metric reconstruction
from the Laplacian. A well-known fact in differential geome-
try is that the Laplace-Beltrami operator is fully determined
by the Riemannian metric [Ros97], and, conversely, the met-
ric is determined by the Laplace-Beltrami operator (or a heat
kernel constructed from it) [ZGLG12]. In the discrete set-
ting, the length of edges of a triangular mesh plays the role
of the metric, and fully determines the discrete Laplacian.
Zeng et al. [ZGLG12] showed that the converse also holds
for discrete metrics, and formulated the problem of discrete
metric reconstruction from the Laplacian. It was shown later
by [dGMMD14] that this problem boils down to minimizing
the conformal energy.

Our shape-from-operator problem can be viewed as a nat-
ural continuation of these works. The metric-from-operator
part of the SfO problem is an extension of [ZGLG12, dG-
MMD14], as we consider more generic intrinsic operators
that include Laplacians as particular examples and remove the
assumption of initial and reference shape having vertex-wise
bijective correspondence. MDS problems can be regarded as
problems of shape-from-metric reconstruction, which is the
second part of the SfO problem: recover the embedding given
the metric found as the solution to the metric-from-operator
problem.

We rely on the recent works on operator-based approaches
to geometric processing and analysis problems such as cor-
respondence [OBCS⇤12], signal processing on manifolds
[ABCCO13], and quantifying differences between shapes
[ROA⇤13]. Our approach is also related to recent works in
machine learning [BGL13] and image processing [EKB14]
communities, where the authors try to modify graph Lapla-
cians in order to satisfy certain properties such as com-
mutativity. In our case, we have meshes instead of graphs
and more generic operators; we try to modify the operator
(parametrized through the metric) to make it satisfy some
problem-dependent properties, and then find an embedding
that realizes this metric.

Finally, several applications we use to exemplify our prob-
lem have been considered from other perspectives. In par-
ticular, methods for shape deformation, pose transfer, and
editing have been proposed by [SP04, SCOL⇤04, LSLCO05,
RCG08, BVGP09]. 2D and 3D shape analogies were stud-
ied in [HJO⇤01, ROA⇤13, MHS⇤14]. Analysis and transfer
of shape style have been presented by [XLZ⇤10, WBAL11,
MWZ⇤13, MHS⇤14, ALX⇤14]. Shape exaggeration and cari-
caturization have been studied in [LVM⇤11, CCM11].
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Figure 2: Notation used in the paper: edge i j has length `i j .
Angles ai j and bi j are opposite to edge i j. Triangle ik j has
area Ai jk.

3. Background

3.1. Basic definitions

Throughout the paper, we denote by A = (ai j), a = (ai), and
a real matrices, vectors, and scalars, respectively. kAkF =q

Âi j a2
i j denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix. We model

a 3D shape as a connected smooth compact two-dimensional
surface X without boundary, and tacitly assume that all the
surfaces have fixed topology, e.g. genus zero. We denote
by TxX the tangent space at point x and define the Rieman-
nian metric as the inner product h·, ·iTxX : TxX⇥TxX!R on
the tangent space. We denote by L2(X) the space of square-
integrable functions and by H1(X) the Sobolev space of
weakly differentiable functions on X modulo constants. We
then define the standard inner products on these spaces as

h f ,giL2(X) =
Z

X
f (x)g(x)da(x); (1)

h f ,giH1(X) =
Z

X
hr f (x),rg(x)iTxX da(x) (2)

where da denotes the area element induced by the Rieman-
nian metric. The Laplace-Beltrami operator D f is defined
through the Stokes formula hD f ,giL2(X) = h f ,giH1(X) and is
intrinsic, i.e., expressible entirely in terms of the Riemannian
metric (as opposed to extrinsic properties depending on the
embedding).

3.2. Discrete metrics and Laplacians

In the discrete setting, the surface X is approximated by
a manifold triangular mesh (V,E,F) with vertices V =
{1, . . . ,n}, in which each edge i j 2 E is shared by exactly
two triangular faces (ik j and jhi 2 F; see Figure 2 for this
and the following definitions). A real function f : X ! R on
the surface is sampled on the vertices of the mesh and can be
identified with an n-dimensional vector f = ( f1, . . . , fn)>. A
discrete Riemannian metric is defined by assigning each edge
i j a length `i j > 0, satisfying the strong triangle inequality†,

`i j +` jk�`ki > 0, ` jk +`ki�`i j > 0, `ki+`i j�` jk > 0,(3)

for all i, j,k : i jk 2 F .

† We require a strong version of the triangle inequality to avoid
zero-area triangles.

We denote by `̀̀̀̀ = (`i j2E) the vector of edge lengths of
size |E|, representing the discrete metric.

The inner product on piecewise constant functions associ-
ated with barycentric dual cells is discretized as hf,giL2(X) =

f>Ag, where A = diag(a1, . . . ,an) and ai =
1
3 Â jk:i jk2F Ai jk

is the local area element at vertex i; Ai jk denotes the area of
triangle i jk. Using Heron’s formula for triangle area, we can
express

Ai jk =
q

s(s� `ik)(s� `k j)(s� `i j), (4)

s = (`ik + `k j + `i j)/2,

entirely in terms of the discrete metric.

The discrete version of the Laplace-Beltrami operator is
given as an n⇥n matrix L = A�1W, where W is the stiffness
matrix

wi j(`̀̀̀̀) =

8
><

>:

�`2
i j+`2

jk+`2
ki

8Ai jk
+

�`2
i j+`2

jh+`2
hi

8Ai jh
i j 2 E;

�Âk 6=i wik i = j;
0 else.

(5)

Such a matrix is positive semi-definite and has a zero eigen-
value corresponding to a constant eigenvector. Note that
since (5) is expressed entirely in terms of the edge lengths `̀̀̀̀,
the Laplacian L(`̀̀̀̀) = A(`̀̀̀̀)�1W(`̀̀̀̀) is intrinsic [JS12].

An embedding is the geometric realization of the mesh
(V,E,F) in R3 specified by providing the three-dimensional
coordinates xi for each vertex i 2 V (we will hereinafter
represent the embedding by an n⇥ 3 matrix X). Such an
embedding induces a metric `̀̀̀̀(X) = (kxi � x jk : i j 2 E).
With this metric, it is easy to verify that formula (5) becomes
the standard cotangent weight [PP93, MDSB03]

wi j =

8
<

:

(cotai j + cotbi j)/2 i j 2 E;
�Âk 6=i wik i = j;
0 else,

(6)

since cotai j =
�`2

i j+`2
jk+`2

ki
4Ai jk

. Thus, an embedding X defines a
discrete metric `̀̀̀̀(X), and consequently, a discrete Laplacian
L(`̀̀̀̀(X)).

3.3. Metric-from-Laplacian

Zeng et al. [ZGLG12] showed that the cotangent Laplacian
and the discrete Riemannian metric (unique up to a scaling)
represented by edge lengths are defined by each other, and
that the set of all discrete metrics that can be defined on a
triangular mesh is convex. A discrete metric `̀̀̀̀ that realizes a
given ‘reference’ Laplacian can be found by minimizing the
convex energy given implicitly by

Eimp(`̀̀̀̀) =
Z `̀̀̀̀

`̀̀̀̀0
Â
i j
(w̄i j�wi j(`̀̀̀̀))d`i j (7)

where wi j(`̀̀̀̀) are the metric-dependent weights defined ac-
cording to (5), `̀̀̀̀0 is the metric of a shape X0 used for initial-
ization, and W̄ = (w̄i j) is the stiffness matrix of the reference
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Laplacian. De Goes et al. [dGMMD14] derived a closed-
form expression of (7), which turns out to be the classical
conformal energy

Econf(`̀̀̀̀) =
1
2 Â

i j
(wi j(`̀̀̀̀)� w̄i j)`

2
i j. (8)

3.4. Functional correspondence

Ovsjanikov et al. [OBCS⇤12] proposed representing soft cor-
respondences between shapes as operators between spaces of
functions thereon. The correspondence between X and Y is
modeled by a linear operator F : L2(X)! L2(Y ) referred to
as a functional map, which can be efficiently represented in
the frequency domain, as follows. Denote by {fp}p�1 the set
of orthormal eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator
on X satisfying DX fp = lpfp, and similarly, by {yq}q�1 the
eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Y . Then,
using Fourier expansion in these bases, one gets

T f = Â
p�1
h f ,fpiL2(X) Â

q�1
hT fp,yqiL2(Y )yq

= Â
p,q�1

cpqh f ,fpiL2(X)yq, (9)

where cpq = hT fp,yqiL2(Y ) are coefficients translating
Fourier coefficients between the bases. Truncating the ex-
pansion at the first k basis vectors, one gets a k⇥ k matrix
of coefficients encoding the functional correspondence; the
value of k determines the ‘quality’ of the approximation.

In the discrete setting, shapes X and Y are represented as
triangular meshes with n and m vertices, respectively. The
first k Laplacian eigenfunctions are represented by n⇥ k
and m⇥ k matrices F = (f1, . . . ,fk) and Y = (y1, . . . ,yk),
respectively. Equation (9) can be re-written in matrix form as
F = YC>F>. Ovsjanikov et al. [OBCS⇤12] showed that C
can be determined by providing a set of r � k corresponding
functions P = (p1, . . . ,pr) and S = (s1, . . . ,sr) on X and Y ,
respectively, by solving the linear system of equations

S>Y = P>FC (10)

in the least-squares sense. Typically, intrinsic descriptors such
as heat kernel signature (HKS) [SOG09] or stable regions
[LBB11] are used as columns of matrices P,S, making the
functional map F intrinsic. In the following, we tacitly assume
that all the functional maps are intrinsic.

3.5. Shape difference operators

Rustamov et al. [ROA⇤13] proposed representing the differ-
ence between shapes X and Y in the form of a linear oper-
ator on L2(X) describing how the respective inner products
change under the functional map. Let h·, ·iX and h·, ·iY de-
note some inner products on L2(X) and L2(Y ), respectively.
The shape difference operator is a unique self-adjoint linear
operator DX ,Y : L2(X)! L2(X) satisfying

h f ,DX ,Y giX = hF f ,FgiY , (11)

for all f ,g 2 L2(X). The shape difference operator depends
on the choice of the inner products h·, ·iX and h·, ·iY . Rusta-
mov et al. [ROA⇤13] considered the two inner products (1)
and (2). The former gives rise to the area-based shape dif-
ference denoted by VX ,Y , while the latter results in the con-
formal shape difference RX ,Y (see [ROA⇤13] for derivations
and technical details).

In the discrete setting, the inner products are discretized
as hf,giX = f>HX g and hp,qiY = p>HY q (here HX and HY
are n⇥n and m⇥m positive-definite matrices, respectively).
For the two aforementioned choices of inner products, the
area-based difference operator is given by an n⇥n matrix

VX ,Y = A�1
X F>AY F, (12)

where A is matrix of area elements, and F is the functional
correspondence between X and Y . The conformal shape dif-
ference operator is

RX ,Y = W†
X F>WY F, (13)

where W is the matrix of cotangent weights (6) and † de-
notes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse.‡ We stress that if
F is constructed in an intrinsic way, both shape difference
operators VX ,Y and RX ,Y are intrinsic, since matrices A and
W are expressed only in terms of edge lengths.

3.6. Shape analogies

Rustamov et al. [ROA⇤13] employed the shape difference
operators framework to study shape analogies. Let A and B
be shapes related by a functional map F, giving rise to the
shape difference operator DA,B (area-based, conformal, or
both), and let C be another shape related to A by a functional
map G. Then, one would like to know what would shape
X be such that the difference DC,X is equal to DA,B under
the functional map G? In other words, one wants to find an
analogy of the difference between A and B (see Figure 1). To
find such analogies, Rustamov et al. [ROA⇤13] considered
a finite collection of shapes X1, . . . ,XK and picked the shape
minimizing the energy

X⇤ = argmin
X2{X1,...,XK}

kVC,X G�GVA,Bk2
F (14)

+ kRC,X G�GRA,Bk2
F.

The important question how to generate X from the given
difference operator (rather than browsing through a collection
of shapes) was left open.

4. Shape-from-Operator

We consider the shape-from-operator (SfO) problem: find
an embedding X of the shape, such that the discrete metric

‡ Note that while the matrix A is invertible, W is rank-deficient (it
has one zero eigenvalue) and thus is only pseudo-invertible.
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`̀̀̀̀(X) it induces would make an intrinsic operator (Laplacian,
shape difference operator, etc.) satisfy some property or a set
of properties (e.g., be as close as possible to some ‘reference’
operator). We consider a few examples of the SfO problem
below.

Shape-from-Laplacian is a particular setting of the SfO
problem, where one is given a pair of meshes X ,Y related
by the functional map F. The embedding of Y is not given,
but instead, we are given its stiffness matrix WY (‘reference
Laplacian’). The goal is to find an embedding X that induces
a Laplacian W(`̀̀̀̀(X)) as close as possible to WY under the
functional map F, by minimizing

Elap(X) = kFW(`̀̀̀̀(X))�WY Fk2
F. (15)

Note that our shape-from-Laplacian problem is different
from the metric-from-Laplacian problems considered by
[ZGLG12] and [dGMMD14] in the sense that we are ad-
ditionally looking for an embedding that realizes the discrete
metric. Secondly, unlike [ZGLG12, dGMMD14], we allow
for arbitrary (not necessarily bijective) correspondence be-
tween X and Y .

Since the embedding minimizing (15) is defined up to isom-
etry (rotation, translation, and also non-rigid deformation pre-
serving edge lengths), the solution is not unique. Therefore,
initialization has an important influence on the outcome: we
are trying to deform some initial X such that its Laplacian is
as close as possible to the given reference Laplacian. Since
the Laplacian captures the intrinsic structure of the shape,
the result of such optimization will be a shape in the initial
pose of X but with the structure of Y , thus acting as a ‘style
transfer’ (see Figure 1, center).

Shape-from-eigenvectors is a problem in which we are
given a set of r < n orthogonal vectors U = (v1, . . . ,vr) on
L2(X) and corresponding scalars L = diag(l1, . . . ,lr) and
try to find an embedding X inducing a Laplacian W(`̀̀̀̀(X))
that has eigenvectors U and eigenvalues L,

Eevec(X) = kW(`̀̀̀̀(X))U�A(`̀̀̀̀(X))ULk2
F

+ µk`̀̀̀̀(X)� `̀̀̀̀0k2. (16)

Here `̀̀̀̀0 denotes the discrete metric of the initial shape, and
the last term acts as a regularization since the problem is am-
biguous (there may be infinitely many Laplacians diagonal-
ized by U). We are thus looking for the smallest deformation
(in the sense of the change of the discrete metric) that would
make the Laplacian diagonalized by U. Taking U to be the
eigenvectors of the Laplacian of some shape Y , we can create
an ‘intrinsic hybrid’ between X and Y (see Figure 1, right),
using Laplacians to capture the intrinsic structure (“style”)
of the respective shapes, and averaging them by requiring
them to be jointly diagonalizable by U. The choice of the
particular eigenvectors would determine whether high- or
low-frequency structures of Y will be applied to X .

A more compelling application is in the study of shape
collections. Kovnatsky et al. [KBB⇤13] showed how to find

a common intrinsic structure of a collection of shapes by
‘averaging’ the eigenspaces of the respective Laplacians by
means of a joint diagonalization process. However, it is not
clear what shape would give rise to a Laplacian with such an
‘average’ eigenspace. Such a shape can be found by solving
the shape-from-eigenvectors problem (16), where U and L
are taken as the joint eigenvectors and eigenvalues of several
Laplacians.

Shape-from-difference operator is the problem of syn-
thesizing the shape analogy mentioned in Section 3.6, where
we try to find an embedding X that would induce difference
operator between C,X as similar as possible to that between
A,B by minimizing

Edif(X) = µkA�1
C F>A(`̀̀̀̀(X))FG�GVA,Bk2

F (17)

+ (1�µ)kW†
CF>W(`̀̀̀̀(X))FG�GRA,Bk2

F.

Problem (17) is a version of (14) where instead of a search
over a finite database of given shapes, one performs continu-
ous optimization over the shape embedding. Problem (17)
can be simplified if we choose the initial X to have a triv-
ial correspondence with C (F = I), for instance, initializ-
ing X = C. In this case, we have simpler expressions for
VC,X (X) = A�1

C A(`̀̀̀̀(X)) and RC,X = W†
CW(`̀̀̀̀(X)) leading

to a simpler energy

Edif(X) = µkA�1
C A(`̀̀̀̀(X))G�GVA,Bk2

F (18)

+ (1�µ)kW†
CW(`̀̀̀̀(X))G�GRA,Bk2

F.

Finally, if the shapes A,B have a bijective vertex-wise corre-
spondence, the problem simplifies further since G = I.

4.1. Numerical optimization

All the aforementioned instances of the SfO problem have
a two-level dependence (W or A depending on `̀̀̀̀, which in
turn depends on the embedding X), making the optimiza-
tion directly with respect to the embedding coordinates X
extremely hard. Instead, we split the problem into two stages:
minimizing E with respect to the discrete metric `̀̀̀̀ (metric-
from-operator or MfO), and recovering the embedding X
from the metric `̀̀̀̀ (shape-from-metric or SfM).

Shape-from-metric (SfM) is well-known problem in ge-
ometry. Here, we address it as a special setting of the multidi-
mensional scaling (MDS) problem [BG05] given a metric `̀̀̀̀,
find its Euclidean realization by minimizing the stress

X⇤ = argmin
X2Rn⇥3

Â
i> j

vi j(kxi�x jk� `i j)
2,

where vi j = 1 if i j 2 E and zero otherwise. A classical
approach for solving (19) is the iterative SMACOF Algo-
rithm 1 [Lee77] based on the fixed-point iteration of the form
X Z†B(X)X, where

Z =

⇢
�vi j i 6= j

Â j 6=i vi j i = j , B(X) =

(
� vi j`i j

kxi�x jk i 6= j
�Â j 6=i bi j i = j

(19)
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are n⇥n matrices. Such iteration is guaranteed to produce a
non-increasing sequence of stress values [BG05] The matrix
Z is the combinatorial Laplacian, it depends only on the mesh
connectivity and its pseudo-inverse Z† is pre-computed.

Algorithm 1 SMACOF algorithm for SfM recovery.
Inputs: metric `̀̀̀̀, initial embedding X0
Output: embedding X

1: Initialize X X0
2: for k = 1, . . . ,NMDS do
3: X Z†B(X)X,
4: end for

Metric-from-operator (MfO) is the problem

`̀̀̀̀ = argmin
`̀̀̀̀2R|E|

E(`̀̀̀̀) s.t. (3), (20)

where we have to restrict the search to all the valid discrete
metrics satisfying the triangle inequality (3). In our exper-
iments, optimization (20) was performed using the primal-
dual interior-point algorithm implemented in the software
package IPOPT [WB06], exploring second-order informa-
tion (Hessian). This method is known to converge well even
with non-convex cost functions. A filter line-search method
is adopted by IPOPT, thus the Hessian of the Lagrangian
function projected onto the null space of the constraint Jaco-
bian needs to be positive-definite to guarantee certain descent
properties of the filter line-search approach. These conditions
are satisfied if the iteration matrix has exactly n positive, m
negative, and no zero eigenvalues. For this purpose, the diag-
onal of the iteration matrix is perturbed by a small amount
until the inertial is as desired. We refer to [WB06] for the
relevant details.

Optimality The MfO problem is non-convex in general
and hence theoretically liable to local convergence. However,
as shown in the next section, we observed global convergence
even in cases when the initialization was very far from the
solution, so in practice this problem is well-behaved. The
SfM problem is also non-convex, and furthermore, is largely
ambiguous, as its minimizer is defined up to an isometry
(rotation, translation, or more generally, length-preserving
deformation). Therefore, we are interested in a local mini-
mizer in the basin of attraction of the initial shape, and thus
the choice of the initialization is important. Fortunately, in all
our problems a simple and meaningful initialization is readily
available: for example, in the shape-from-difference prob-
lem, it is natural to initialize X =C, and in the shape-from-
Laplacian problem, the choice of the initialization determines
the “pose” of the outcome.

5. Results

In this section, we show the applications of our approach
for shape synthesis from intrinsic operators, considering the

shape-from-Laplacian, shape-from-eigenvectors, and shape-
from-difference operator problems described in Section 4.
For our experiments, we used shapes from standard shape
collections including AIM@SHAPE, TOSCA [BBK08], and
FAUST [BRLB14] resampled to 2K–5K vertices as well
as additional synthetic shapes. Functional correspondences
were computed according to (10) using k first Laplacian eigen-
functions and known vertex-wise correspondences as P,S.

5.1. Numerical properties of the problem
Complexity. The complexity of our problem was evaluated
in the shape-from-Laplacian setting (other settings have a sim-
ilar structure and behave similarly), for shapes of increasing
sizes, under the full correspondence assumption. The MfO
subproblem was terminated when the gradient norm reached
10�11. The SfM subproblem was solved using 100 iterations
of SMACOF. Table 1 summarizes the breakdown of the run
time.

MfO SfM
time/ time/ total

|V | |E| iters iter iter time
Sphere-Cylinder 182 540 14 0.07 1.9⇥10�3 1.2
Sphere-Bump 642 1920 11 0.22 5.7⇥10�3 3.0
Man-Gorilla 2470 7404 40 1.31 2.1⇥10�2 54.4
Man-Fatman 3040 9114 144 1.57 2.7⇥10�2 228.3
Man-Muscleman 5122 15360 87 3.36 4.2⇥10�3 293.4

Table 1: Computational complexity (time in sec) of the MfO
and SfM sub-problems of shape-from-Laplacian as a function
of the number of vertices |V | and edges |E|.

Convergence and sensitivity to initialization. Figure 3
shows a typical convergence example of the MfO subproblem
in shape-from-difference reconstruction problem (18). Opti-
mization steps are visualized in Figure 10 (top). Figure 4 (top)
shows convergence of the shape-from-Laplacian problem (15)
with different initializations. Our optimization converges even
if initialized by a shape very distant from the solution, and is
not sensitive to bad meshing. As an experimental evidence
of global convergence, in Figure 4 (bottom) we show that the
distance from the metric of the reference shape converges
to zero. An example of shape-from-Laplacian optimization
intermediate steps is shown in Figure 7 (top).

Sensitivity to map quality. Rustamov et al. [ROA⇤13]
remark that “the quality of the information one gets from
[shape difference operators] depends on the quality and den-
sity of the shape maps”. To illustrate this sensitivity, we show
the result of shape-from-Laplacian reconstruction varying the
quality of the functional map F between X and Y (Figure 5),
and the result of shape-from-difference operator reconstruc-
tion varying the quality of both functional maps F between
A,B and G between A,C (Figure 6). In our experiment, the
quality of the map is controlled by the number of the basis
functions k used in the expansion (9). We can conclude that
the output of our optimization is good as long as the func-
tional maps are sufficiently accurate, and deteriorates when
the map becomes too rough.

c� 2015 The Author(s)
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Figure 3: Convergence of the MfO subproblem in the shape-
from-difference problem on shapes shown in Figure 1 (left).
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Figure 4: Convergence of the MfO subproblem in the shape-
from-Laplacian problem for different initial shapes: shown is
the MfO energy Elap (top) and distance from reference metric
k`̀̀̀̀� `̀̀̀̀0k2 (bottom). The reference metric/Laplacian is taken
from the cylinder shape.

5.2. Examples and applications

Shape-from-Laplacian reconstruction examples are shown
in Figures 7 1 (center). In most experiments, we observed
very fast convergence (order of tens of iterations) of the MfO
sub-problem. Our method is able to cope with significantly
different shapes such as man and gorilla. Because of the
problem ambiguity (the solution is defined up to isometry),
the choice of the initial shape defines the ‘pose’ of the shape,
which is then deformed during the optimization process by
transferring the ‘style’ (intrinsic structure captured by the
Laplacian) from the reference shape.

Shape-from-eigenvectors. We used the coupled diago-
nalization method of Kovnatsky et al. [KBB⇤13] to compute
1000 joint approximate eigenvectors of the Laplacians of the

k = 5 k = 10 k = 100

�!F

Figure 5: Dependence of the shape-from-Laplacian result
on the quality of the functional maps. Top: functional maps
of progressively improving quality (shown is the map of the
function on the leftmost shape). Bottom: reconstruction re-
sults using sphere as initialization and reference Laplacian
from bumped sphere.

k = 10 k = 100 k = 300

�!F

&G

Figure 6: Dependence of the shape-from-difference operator
result on the quality of the functional maps. Top: functional
maps of progressively improving quality (shown is the map of
the function on the leftmost shape). Bottom: shape analogy
synthesis using sphere as initialization.

woman and fat man shapes in Figure 8 (top, two leftmost
shapes). Then, the initial man shape (Figure 8, top third col-
umn) was deformed to have its Laplacian diagonalized by the
joint eigenvectors Figure 8, bottom), resulting in an ‘intrinsic
hybrid’ shape.

Shape-from-difference operator problem (18) was
solved using µ = 1 and initialized with X =C. Synthesized
shapes are shown in Figures 10 and 1 (left). We observe that
our method correctly transfers intrinsic shape differences and
can cope with significantly different shapes such as thin and
fat men, or human and alien. A particular setting when A has
the same intrinsic geometry as B but is in a different pose
(Figure 10, two bottom right examples) acts as a style transfer
similar to shape-from-Laplacian.

Shape exaggeration is another interesting setting of the
shape-from-difference operator problem where B =C. In this

c� 2015 The Author(s)
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Figure 7: Shape-from-Laplacian. Top (left to right): shape used to compute reference Laplacian WY , initial shape X, solution
after a few MfO iterations. Colors show the vertex-wise MfO energy (computed as the sum of the edge-wise contribution to the
energy for all edges shared by the vertex). Bottom: additional examples of shape-from-Laplacian reconstruction. Each column
shows (left to right): reference, initial shape, result.

case, the shape difference between A and B is applied to B
itself, ‘caricaturizing’ this difference. Repeating the process
several times, an even stronger effect is obtained (Figure 9).

6. Conclusions, limitations, and future work

We presented a framework for reconstructing shapes from
intrinsic operators, showing as particular examples the
problems of shape-from-difference operator, shape-from-
Laplacian, and shape-from-eigenvectors. Our approach is
readily extendable to other intrinsic operators. While the use
of functional maps allows working with meshes with differ-
ent number of vertices and triangulation, the sensitivity to
the quality of the correspondence could be a factor limiting
the application of our method. Another limitation is that our
optimization does not allow to change the topology of the
initial shape during the optimization.

In future works, we will explore reconstruction from addi-
tional intrinsic operators. An interesting future direction is to
consider shapes in different representation, such as meshes
(with cotangent Laplacians) and point clouds (with graph

Laplacians). Finally, we will study the use of other ways of
reconstructing embedding from metric in place of MDS.
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